Abstract-In this paper, an acquisition algorithm is discussed in parallel combinatory spread spectrum (PCSS) system. The algorithm model is first built. Then, an improved algorithm utilizing multiple correlation peak accumulation under low SNR is proposed. The simulation results show that Doppler offset and PN code-phase delay can be obtained by using the proposed acquisition algorithms. The simulation results also represent that a good performance of detection probability can be obtained by adjusting the number of PN code period in low SNR.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel combinatory spread spectrum (PCSS) system is proposed on the basis of M-ary and M b -ary spread spectrum, it has been attracted more and more attentions because of its advantages of high efficiency and security property in recent years [1, 2] . At present, the studies of PCSS focus on modulation [3, 4] , data-combinatory sequences mapping algorithm [5, 6] , and integrated with other technologies [7, 8] , but fewer studies on synchronization technology. Because the transmission of PCSS are combinatory sequences, while the receiver contains multichannel de-spreading correlators, so it is not only complexity and computation of the system is increased, but also cross-interference between the PN sequences is caused. Several commonly acquisition algorithms are applied to PCSS system in article [9] and the FFT algorithm verified by simulation analysis is more suitable than other algorithms in terms of acquisition time and complexity. In PCSS system, the acquisition process consist of combinatory sequences and carrier waves, however, the combinatory sequences acquisition only studied in article [9] . This paper combines FFT algorithm with features of PCSS for further study.
II. PARALLEL COMBINATORY SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEM
At the transmitter of PCSS system, a total of M orthogonal pseudo-noise (PN) sequences are assigned for one user. According to the mapping algorithm, r sequences with multiplying factor   The receiver of PCSS system is described in fig. 2 . 
where T is period of a PN sequence, and   l Nt represents the output value of guassion white noise after de-spreading.
Each output of  
Zt is compared, r sequences which have larger values are selected. Then the combinatory number is sent to combinatory sequences-data mapper. Finally, the output data are obtained through the parallel to serial converter [7] .
III. TIME-FREQUENCY ACQUISITION ALGORITHM BASED ON FFT

A. The Principle of Acquisition Algorithm
Traditional DSSS acquisition methods include serial search technique, matched filter technique, and parallel search technique using FFT [10, 11] . As is shown in fig. 2 , the receiver complexity of PCSS system is M times than DSSS, so the computation of acquisition process increases M times. Therefore, a fast acquisition method based on FFT proposed to PCSS system, which the principle is given by The whole scheme is depicted in fig. 3 : In the sweeping range, a frequency ' f is first generated by local carrier oscillator, and the received IF signal is down converted into baseband signal. After MN  order correlation matrix is obtained through the FFT acquisition method. Then the larger r of M rows are non-coherent accumulated. Finally, all accumulation results are compared against the threshold set by our technique. If any result exceeds the threshold, the acquisition of signal is alleged successfully. If not, the acquisition process will repeat continuously. N is the sample number. The detailed analysis of eqn (7) will be introduced by next section.
IV. THE ACQUISITION METHOD UNDER LOW SNR
Due to PCSS has a higher transmission rate than direct sequence spread spectrum system (DSSS) under the same bandwidth, which the reliability is reduced in low SNR. For this situation, the improved way is to accumulate some of the adjacent PN code periods [12] . Although 1 PN code period correlation peak drowned in the noise which cannot be acquisition correctly, the acquisition correlation peak presented after 10 PN code periods accumulated. It is illustrated that using only 1 PN code period is not applicable under low SNR. As fig. 6 described that as the SNR increases the probability of detection rises. However, as the number of PN code periods is increased the computation complexity is also increased, so the selection of the number of PN code period should be integrated with computation and other parameters.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A time-frequency domain acquisition algorithm based on FFT has been proposed in this paper. Then, the principle of the algorithm is presented and the ability to suppress Doppler offset is analyzed, following by which the multiple correlation peak accumulation technology is introduced. The simulation results show that the new acquisition algorithm is able to complete the PCSS system acquisition, while a good performance of detection probability can be obtained by adjusting the number of PN code period in low SNR.
